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advantage: equipment

WITH THE EXCLUSIVE EDGE-DROP TECHNOLOGY 
and simple, positive air-metering system, White 
Planters’ row-crop planters have long been the 
industry leader in seed placement accuracy. Because 
they also have fewer parts than competitive machines, 
they’re known for their easy maintenance, as well as 
machine longevity. 

�e new 9000 Series from White Planters® builds 
upon that reputation with several new innovations. 
For example, row unit adjustments are now more 
convenient and the new cast row unit consists of only 
three components, reducing part count by 70% as 
compared to previous models, and providing greater 
strength and durability. Available with a full range 
of options and a�achments, the new planters may 
be con�gured to �t any production system, from 
conventional to no-till, and to plant crops ranging 
from corn, soybeans and sun�owers to sorghum, 
sugar beets and peanuts.

“We’ve been building durable, long-lasting planters 
for nearly 40 years, and we’ve learned what it takes 
to deliver seed placement accuracy in a wide range of 
conditions,” says Gary Hamilton, product marketing 
specialist with White Planters. “�e extensive 

redesign of the 9000 Series puts it all together in 
one package and makes this the most signi�cant 
introduction for White Planters in a dozen years.”

�e series also includes an all-new 12-row, narrow-
transport, three-section Model 9812-30, which o�ers 
30-inch row spacing and the e�ciency of a central �ll 
system (CFS). As with other planters in the series, 
though, the 9812 can be equipped with either 2- or 
3-bushel, individual row-mounted seed hoppers 
and is available with ground-drive or variable-rate, 
hydraulic-drive seeding-rate control.

“I’ve always liked White Planters,” says Alan 
Demmel, who purchased a limited production model 
of 9812 planters for his farm near Madison, Neb. “�e 
new 9812-30 just seemed to have everything I had been 
wanting in a planter, especially the narrower transport 
width. It’s also a heavy planter with a lot of �exibility, 
which works really well for my no-till program. 

“White Planters has always been known for being 
heavy enough and tough enough to ‘plant in concrete’ 
if you had to, so I guess that’s one of the things I 
like about them. I’m still going through the learning 
curve, but once I learn to use the precision of the new 
seed meters, I think it’s going to be a good planter.” 

�e 9812-30 joins two other three-section, narrow-
transport models�the 9816-30, 16-row and 9824-
30, 24-row 30-inch planters. �e frames on all three 
models �ex 21 degrees up or down at each wing for 
consistent planting depth across irregular terrain.

��arran E. Gaines

Adaptable, simple and durable, 
these new planters deliver precise 
seed placement for a wide range 
of operations.

For full details about each of the models in the 9000 

Series, visit white-planters.com or see your local 

White Planters dealer.
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